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BY
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§ 1. Introduction.

Various branches of group theory may be correlated by a treatment of groups

of transformations in a given field or domain of rationality. In view of the

simplicity of their treatment and of their importance as well in applications as

in the general theory,f groups of linear transformations offer a natural start-

ing place in the construction of a theory of groups in a given domain of rationality.

The chief result of the present paper is the exhibition of four infinite systems

of groups of transformations which are simple groups in every domain of ration-

ality. For the case of the field of all complex numbers these groups are the

simple continuous groups of Lie. By the well known investigations of Killing

and Cartan, the latter groups give the only systems of simple continuous

groups of a finite number of parameters.

As in the theories of algebraic and differential equations, so also in the theory

of groups of transformations, it is of first importance that the definitions, con-

ceptions and developments shall have reference to a given field or domain of

rationality. For example, it is important to have a theory of continuous groups

in the field of complex numbers and a theory in the field of real numbers.

Two real continuous groups may not be isomorphic, although the corresponding

complex groups are isomorphic.% If we allow complex transformations to canon-

ical types, there results a complete list of real groups ; allowing only reductions

by real transformations, the list is often more extensive.

* Presented to the Society at the Ithaca Meeting, August 20, 1901. Received for publication

June 7, 1901.

f For example, a continuous group G with a finite number of parameters is simply or multiply

isomorphic with a linear homogeneous group called the adjoint group of O. If G be simple, it

may be exhibited as a linear fractional (projective) group. From the fundamental rôle played

by the adjoint group and by the simple groups, the theory of linear groups is of capital impor-

tance in Lie's theory of continuous groups.

JDickson: Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, (2) vol. 7 (1901),

p. 340 ; Slocum : Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol.

36 (1900), p. 105.
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The chief results in the theory of linear groups in a finite field are presented

in the author's treatise on Linear Groups, * to which reference will here be made

by the initials L. G.

In certain questions cencerning continuous groups, as that of the structure of

a mixed group, the methods here presented often give additional knowledge, not

obtained by following Lie's method.

In §§ 9—10 is investigated a group in an arbitrary field which corresponds to

the simple continuous group of 14 parameters, an isolated group not in the four

systems of Lie. For the case of a finite field of order pn, we are led to a new

simple group of order p6n(pen — l)(p2" — 1).

§ 2. Definition of fields and groups.

A set of operators forms a group if the following properties hold :

(a) The product (compound) of any two operators of the set is itself an opera-

tor of the set.

(o) The composition of operators is associative : if A , B, C are any opera-

tors of the set, then (AB)C'= A(BC).

(c) To every operator A of the set corresponds an operator Ax of the set such

that AAX — AXA = 7, where /is the operator identity, which leaves unaltered

all possible operands.    This Ax is called the inverse of A and is designated A~l.

A set of elements forms afield f if they cah be combined by addition, sub-

traction, multiplication and division, the divisor not being the element zero (nec-

essarily in the set), these operations being subject to laws of elementary algebra,

and if the resulting sum, difference, product or quotient be uniquely determined

as an element of the set.

A field may therefore be characterized by the property that the rational opera,

tions of algebra can be performed within the field.

As examples of fields may be noted the finite fields, ^ the field R of all rational

numbers, the field R (i) of numbers a 4 bi, where a and o are rational, the field

of all real numbers, the field C of all complex numbers, the field R(6) of all

rational functions of the algebraic number 6, a root of an equation belonging to

and irreducible in the field R.

§ 3.   General linear homogeneous and linear fractional groups.

Let £,, £2, ■ • •, £m be arbitrary variables. Consider the linear homogeneous

transformation m

A- %i = Y.ai& (i=l, 2, ■■■,»)
_ /=!

* B. G. Teuhner, Leipsic, 1901.

t Domain of rationality or Körper.    See Weber's Algebra.

% Each is necessarily a Galois field of order a power of a prime (Moore).
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with coefficients a., in a given field F such that the determinant

|.4| = |a..| + 0 (i,j = l,2,--,m).

Such a transformation A will be said to belong to the field F. Consider a

second transformation belonging to F,

m

A'- K-*!><£ (» = 1,2, •••,»).
j=l

By the compound, or product, of A and A' we mean the transformation

A":     £'í = 1l a"i& (í=i, 2, • • •, to) ,

where
m

% = X»y (i,j = l,2,--,m).
h=l

We have here compounded the transformations in the order A, A'; the relation

between A, A', A" is written

AA'=A".

By the theorem for the multiplication of determinants,

\A"\ = la'.'.I = la',I • la, .1 = \A'\ ■ \A\ =t 0.I I i     tj I I     lAI      I     kj\ I II        I      ■

Since a;. and a'., belong to the field F by hypothesis, the coefficients d!. also

belong to F. Hence the product A" is a transformation belonging to the field

F.    The transformation
m       A

A~l:       e;-5-TÜ$ (¿=1,2,..-,TO),
j=l I-"-I

where A., is the adjoint (first minor with proper sign) of a., in |a.J, has its co-

efficients in the field F and has the determinant |-4|_1. The product AA~l is

the identity /; indeed, it replaces ^ by the function *

1, • ■ -, m   A      n m    X     I A I

¿-i        \ A\    ç* — "    I /( I    ç*       ç» '
J, * Il i=1      II

Hence the inverse A~x of vl is a transformation in the field F.    Moreover, the

transformations of the form A are seen to obey the associative law [§ 2, prop-

erty (6)].    It follows that the totality of transformations A constitutes a group.

It will be called the general linear homogeneous group on m variables with co

efficients in the field F and denoted by the symbol f GLH(m, F).

* In Kronecker's notation, <S¡¡ = 1, í« = 0 (k =j= i).

t A finite field is uniquely defined by its order, necessarily a power of a prime number, pA

(Moore).    The corresponding group is OLH(m, pn).    [See L. G., §§97-98.]
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The group GLH(m, F) is generated by the transformations

A,x=      £ = >!n   £•=£ (»'= 2,3,•••,»»),

^r,.,A: £«-& + *£.•    £ = &      (i = l,---,m;i+r,r*s),

where X is an arbitrary quantity 4= 0 ira the field F.

The proof is identical with that in L. G., § 100. The proof shows that any

transformation A of the group can be expressed uniquely as a product AxDx K,

where X= |^4| and where Ax is derived from the transformations Br¡sk, all of

which have determinant unity.

The totality of transformations A of determinant unity forms a group V called

the special linear homogeneous group SLH(m, F). It is generated by the

transformations Br , A.

The product B~*AB is called the transform of A by B.    Since

\B~lAB\ = \B~l\ ■ \A\ ■ \B\ = \B\~X • \A\ ■ \B\ = \A\,

the transform of A has the same determinant as A.

A subgroup r of G is called invariant (self-conjugate) under G if the trans-

form of each transformation of T by an arbitrary transformation of G belongs

to G, i. e., symbolically, if g~xyg = y'.

The group SLH(m, F) is an invariant subgroup of GLH(m, F).

By making Ax correspond to A = AXD\ ]A¡, we establish an isomorphism of

SLH(m, F) with GLH(m, F). The identity corresponds to the (commuta-

tive) group of the transformations Dx A. The latter is called the quotient-group

of the general by the special linear group.

The special linear homogeneous group T contains an invariant subgroup H

composed of the transformations

K:     fi-/*     l>" = i] «=i, ■■-,»).
Let e/be an invariant subgroup of T which contains all the transformations

M and still other transformations. By the proof in L. G., §104, interpreted

for an infinite field F, it follows that J = T if m > 2 ; while, by § 105, it fol-

lows, for m = 2, that J contains a transformation of the form B2 , Ap2, with

X =j= 0, and p an arbitrary quantity in the field F. Having B2X Kai, the group

«/contains its inverse B2 , _Aa=. Hence J contains the product, in which p and

a are arbitrary in F,

■°!, 1, Ap= ""2, t-Ao-2 —  B2 ^ A(p!_(r2) .

To make p2 — a2 = t , an arbitrary quantity in F, we set

P = 1(t + 1),    «r^ÍT-1)'

thereby excluding the case in which F has a modulus p = 2 .
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With B2 x At , J contains every B2 x K, k arbitrary in F. But B2 x K is trans-

formed into Bx 2 _K by (£| = f 2, |2 = — ^), which belongs to T. Since Bx 2 ,

and B2 x K generate T, we have J= V. Hence, for any to, H is a maximal

invariant subgroup of T.    The quotient-group V/H is therefore simple.

The group SLH(m, F) has (f, 1) isomorphism * with a simple group,

where f is the number of solutions inFqfxm=l, and F is any infinite field

or any finite field of order pn, provided pn>3ifm=2.

Introducing the linear fractional transformations

= aaxx + ai2x2+... + aim_xxm_x + aim ,.,.,«_!),

*      a ,x, 4a „x„ + • • • +a      ,x    , +a
ml     1     '       77i2    2    ' '      77Ï77Ï—1     m—1    '       771771

we may derive, as in L. G., § 108, the following theorem:

The group LF(m, F) of all linear fractional transformations on m — 1

variables with coefficients in an infinite field F and of determinant unity is a

simple group.

§ 4.  The Abelian linear group.

A linear homogeneous transformation on 2to variables with coefficients in a

field F is called Abelian if, when operating simultaneously upon two sets of

variables £jt yr, ^, r).(i = 1, • • -, m), it leaves formally invariant (up to a fac-

tor belonging to F) the function

m _ _

i=l

The totality of such transformations constitutes the general Abelian linear

group G A (2m, F). Those transformations which leave d> absolutely invariant

form a subgroup called the special Abelian linear group SA (2m, F).

If F be a continuous field (real or complex), the group S A (2m, F) is

simple f (in Lie's sense).    If we take for dS the function

m

i=l

we recognize SA (2m, F) to be the homogeneous form of the largest projective

group on 2to — 1 variables which leaves invariant a linear complex.^

* In speaking of the index of an invariant subgroup Sot a group T of infinite order, we mean

the number of right-hand multipliers Mi such that the products hM¡, when h runs through the

set of operators of M, give once and but once every operator of V. If His of order/, we say that

r has ( /, 1 ) isomorphism with TjH.

t Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society (2), vol. 3 (1897), pp. 267-270.

With Lie a simple group is one containing no invariant continuous subgroup.

Jlbid., pp.270, 271.
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Theorem.    In any field F, the group SA (2m, F) is generated by the

transformations, all of determinant unity,

£< — & + Mt ;

£i = %i + H- - £ = fe + X7?i ;

A, A

^i,A*

where X is an arbitrary quantity in F. The group has a maximal invariant

subgroup formed of the identity I and the transformation T which changes the

signs of the 2m variables.^ The case m = 1 is exceptional if F be of order 2

or 3.

The proof proceeds as in L. G., §§ 110, 111, 114, 116, the statements on

p. 97, lines 1-3, being replaced by the following argument. Since J contains

L2 ÀT2, in which \ 4p 0 and t is arbitrary in F, it contains the inverse L2 _At2

and therefore the product

Taking t, = \ (« + 1), t2 = ^ (k — 1), we reach Z/g Ak , where k is arbitrary in

F. Hence J contains Lt , /j, being arbitrary in F. An analogous change is

to be made on p. 97, lines 25-28.

The group obtained as the quotient-group of SA (2m, F) by {/, T} will be

designated by A (2m , F). It is simple except in the cases m = 1, F of order

2 or 3.

Theorem. A transformation of period 2 of SA (2m, F) is conjugate within

that group with one of the m non-conjugate transformations

-*],-H       J-l,—l-L2,-\,       -Ll,-\J-2,-l-Li,—l, '"'      -*   =   -'l1-l-i!,-r "-im,-l!

where Ti _x alters only £¡ and v¡ whose signs it changes.

The proof proceeds as in L. G., §§ 120-121.

The study of the conjugacy of the operators of period 2 in the quotient-group

A (2m, F) is not so simple for infinite fields as for finite fields (L. G., §§122—

123). For the simplest case m = 1, a transformation of period 4 in SA (2, F)

is conjugate within that group with one of the transformations

*,-U°- s*)-
The most general transformation of determinant unity which transforms S into

Ss has the form

(dBy-\      bB

\-by-\     d )
{y¡6=sV + #).

% For the second part of the theorem and for the remainder of this section, it is assumed that,

if there be a modulus p for au infinite field F, p =j= 2.
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Hence S and Ss are conjugate within SA (2, F) if, and only if, the ratio y/B

is expressible as the sum of two squares (including zero) in the field F.

For the field of rational numbers, Sx is conjugate with S for 7=1, 2, 4, 5,

8,9,10, 13, 16,17,18, 20, ■ ■ -, \, \, ^, %, \, ■ ■ -, a series containing every

prime number of the form \t 4- 1, but no prime number of the form 4i + 3. *

It follows readily that there is an infinite number of non-conjugate transforma-

tions of period 4, viz., Sx, S3, S7, S2X, Sxx, S^, Sn, S^, SX9, ■ ■ -, including

every ST for which t is a prime number of the form 4i + 3, of which there are

an infinite number by Dirichlet's theorem.

In the field C of all complex numbers, every Sy is conjugate with Sx m Mx

within the group.    As in L. G., §§ 122-123, we obtain the theorem:

If s = 777/2 or (m — l)/2 according as m is even or odd, the group A (2m, C)

contains exactly s + 1 sets of conjugate operators of period 2. As represen-

tatives we may take

M = JyLxJM2 ■ ■ ■ JUm ,    1 j_ _j ,    1 j —iJ-2, —ii  ■ ■ ">   •*■%, —\J-2, — 1 ' ' - J- s, —1 •

In the field of all real numbers every S is conjugate within the group

SA (2, F) either with Sx = Mx or else with S_x = MXTX _x. By a simple mod-

ification of the developments in L. G., § 123, we find that, within SA (2m, F),

every transformation S, such that S2 — Tx -iT2¡ _t • • • Tm _x, is conjugate with

one of the transformations M, MTh_x, MTX_XT2_X, ■■■, MTX _x • • • Tm> _x.

For m = 1 these transformations have been shown to be not conjugate. That

they are not conjugate when m = 2 may be shown as follows. A transformation

which transforms MXM2 into either MXM2TX_X or MXM2TX¡ _XT% _x must have

the form

«n 7U «i2        7i2'

' 7„     - «a 7i2    - «i2 \ '

so that, by one of the Abelian conditions,

— a2  — ry2  — a2  — r/2  = 1.
"*n       7n       "-12       7i2      ■*■■

The commutative transformation Tx _XT2_X being introduced, it follows that

MxM2TXi_xT%_x

is not conjugate with MXM2T2_X or with MXM2.

For general m, it follows by a similar proof that neither M nor MT is con-

jugate with any one of the series MTX¡ _x, MTX ^T2_x, • • •, MTX _x ■ ■ ■ Tm_x _,

nor M with MT.

*Cf. Weber, Algebra, vol. 1, 1st ed. (1895), p. 585.
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For the field F of all real numbers, every operator of period two of the

group A (2m, F) is conjugate within the group with one of the following

operators

Tlt.t, Th_xT2¡_x,..., Th_xT2^x...T3i_x,M^MxM2...Mm,

MTX¡ _x, MTX, _t T% _,, • - -, MTh _x Ta, _x • • • T3i _x,

where s = m/2 or (m — l)/2 according as m is even or odd.

At least in the cases m = 1 and m = 2, no two of these 2s 4 1 operators

are conjugate within the group.

§ 5. A generalization of the Abelian linear group.

Those linear homogeneous transformations on mq variables with coefficients in

any field F which, if operating simultaneously upon q sets each of mq variables,

thejth set being exhibited by the notation

iyU) lyli)"TI '    ■*'»2' Uj) (¿=1,2, ••-, m),

leave formally and absolutely invariant the function

™(?) <v.(3)
iq

form a group G(m, q, F).    For q = 2, it is the group SA (m, F) of § 4.

Proceeding as in L. G., §§ 124-128, we obtain the theorems:*

For q > 2, the group G(m, q, F) is generated by the substitutions

P.. = (x.,x.,)(x.,x.„) ■ ■ ■ (x. X.)
V \   ll    jlf \   7,2    j2/ \   xq    jql

(i,J = l,2, •■-,«»),

and the totality of transformations in F of determinant unity,

È a,kxi, (1=1, 2, •••,?).

For q>2, G(m, q, F) has an invariant subgroup which is the direct

product of m commutative groups each the special linear homogeneous group

* For the case in which F is a continuous field, these theorems were established by the author

(using the Lie theory) in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society (2),

vol. 3, pp. 271-273, May, 1897.
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in F on q variables,* the quotient-group being generated by the substi-

tutions P.. and thus holoedrically isomorphic with the symmetric group

on to letters.

§ 6.   The compounds of a linear homogeneous group.

To the transformation (a..) of § 3 we make correspond the transformation

h, h> • «•■ v

where the sets ix, i2, ■ ■ ■, i and lx, l2, ■ ■ •, I take independently all the dis-

tinct combinations g at a time of the integers 1, 2, • ■ •, to . Likewise, to the

transformation (a¿.) we make correspond the transformation [a'] . Then

(L. G., §153) to the product (a") = (a.)(a'ij¡) corresponds [a"J = [a] [a']g.

Hence, if the transformations (a¿.) form a group, the transformations [a] form

an isomorphic group called the qth compound of the former.

By simple modifications of §§ 154-164 of L. G., we obtain the results :

The general linear homogeneous group GLH(m, F) has (d, 1) isomor-

phism with its qth compound if the equation xq = 1 has exactly d roots in F.

The special linear homogeneous group SLH(m, F) has (g, 1) isomorphism

with its qth compound if the equations ecq = 1, xm= 1 have in the field F ex-

actly g common solutions.

The second compound of GLH(m, F) leaves invariant the Pfaffianf

[1, 2, • •■, m]. For to odd, the transformation [a]2 gives rise to the

transformation
m

F'i=Y,AHFj (<=1,2, •■",«)

upon the Pfaffians F.= [1,2, ■ • ■ ,j — l,j -\-l, ■ • -,m\, where A{J denotes

the first minor of a{. in the determinant |a..|. The transformation [a]2 effects

upon the \m(m — 1) Pfaffians \ix, i2, ■ ■ ■, ¿m_2], where each ¿=1,2, ■ ■ -, m,

* The transformations of the ¿th group are given by the formula

/ *     ■ •
X.. = V ß'},X., , X  . = X  . (s = l, •■•, m; s + i; j = 1, ■ ■-, a),

where, for each iz^m, the determinant |/3^| = l(j, ¡fc = l, •••,?).

t Inversely, in a continuous field F, the largest linear group on \m(m — 1) variables which

leaves the Pfaffian invariant is the second compound of GLS(m, F), Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society, vol. 5(1898), pp. 338-342.

Hih     ahh ' ' ' ahl,

h, ■ ■ ■, l,

*i i      a,-,  • • ■ a,-,
Ul t0la %al0
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such that ix < ¿2 < • • • < im_2, a linear homogeneous transformation identical

with the transformation [a] m_2 of the (m — 2)th compound. *

The qth and'(rn — q)th compounds of SLH(m, F) are holoedrically isomor-

phic. Indeed, the number of solutions in F of xm = 1, xq = 1 equals the num-

ber of solutions in F of xm = 1, xm-q = 1.

The general Abelian group GA(2m, F) is the largest linear homogeneous

group in the field F on 2m variables whose second compound has the relative

invariant

Z =   ^12 + ^34 +-1"   Fîm-l 2» •

The second compound of SA(2m, F) is a simple^ group with the absolute

invariants Z and the Pfaffian [1, 2 • • •, 2tti] .

The simple group A(i, F) is holoedrically isomophic with a subgroup of

the quinary linear group in F which leaves absolutely invariant

Y2 4- Y Y — Y Y .

According as the field F does not or does contain a primitive fourth root

of unity, the second compound of SLH(á, F) is holoedrically isomorphic with

the simple group LF(4\, F) or has a maximal invariant subgroup {I, T],

where T changes the signs of the six variables, the quotient-group being

holoedrically isomorphic with LF(i, F).

The second compound of SLH(i, F) contains the transformation

Y' —vY       Y' =Y      Y' =Y      Y' —Y      Y' =Y      Y' —v~lY■*   12 — 12'        x   1} "*•   IS' 14 14'      -1   23 —        23' 24 *   24 '      -*■   84 34

if and only if, v be a square in the field F.

By § 3, the group SLH(4:, F) is generated by the transformations Br ,K

(r, 8=1, 2,3, 4; r 4= s), and hence by Bx 2 A and

^12: (li = f2'-£2 = — li)' A3 : (li = I3' I3 = — li)'  ^34: (I3 = I4' I4 = — Is)-

The second compounds of these transformations are respectively

-"l,2,X: -*   13 = -*   13 "I"       *■   23 '      -*   14 =  "^14 + ^-*24'

a '  . y _ y       y  .- y       y_ y       y  - y   •
-^12 • "*■   13 •*   23'     ■*■   14 -1   24'     -*■   23 ■*   13'      "t   24 — * U'     J

a ' .        y —_y     y — y      y_y      y_y ■
13 • 12 x   23' 14 34' 23 12 ' 34 M   14 '

4' .        y ._ y      y -       y      y_y      y —_y
34 • -*   13 M   14'      -1   14 •*  li' 23 24 '      x   !l "*   23-

The second compound possesses the absolute invariant

ft ssz v v      y y  _i_ y y
6 — 12J   34 J   13J  24 "+"   -*   14 "*   23"

* For the case of a continuous field F, these theorems were established by the author in the

Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 5 (1898), pp. 120-135.

t If there be a modulus p, we assume that p =)= 2 ; as also in the rest of the section.
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The second compound of SLH(*í, F) may be exhibited as that senary

linear group G6, leaving ¡;xnx + !;2v2 4- !;3v3 invariant, which is generated by the

transformations S¿. = (!;•?,) (I v) and

WitJt„: K-fc + X*,, £ = £,-X7?,.

The group G6 will therefore contain the transformations

st wt,i,^ij - vi,j,*:      v'i = Vi4- x|,, v'j = Vj - x|¿;

$** Wit itKSJk = Qi: jtA :        £ = f, + Xff,,  v'j = nJ-Xrh;

%', i, -i V», f, i %', t, -i — -* ¿j -\?, -i '

where Py = (f^fai/)) and 2'4>A denotes £ = Xf,, 17J = X"\.    Set

Vx) x 12 = ^3'    x 13 —  *1>    x 14 B' »«'    ^"23= ^2' 24  ~  ^1 '    "^34  = ^3 '

Then Bx¡2^, A[2, A'n, A'Si become TF"M,_A, ^a^.-i^» #23^23^2,-n i°i8^_u

respectively. Hence G6 contains the transformations which correspond to the

generators of the second compound. Inversely, from them we derive W12K,

P12T2-¡, #12 an<I therefore the transform Sl3 of S12 by S22P2ST2_X. We

then derive SX2SX3 = S23 and _P23 7^, _x. The latter transforms Wj 2 A into

Wx 3 A; and PV2T2 _t transforms Wx 3 _A into W2 3A. We have therefore de-

rived the generators Stj, Wit jt A of G6.

By § 4 the special Abelian group SA (4, F) is generated by Mx, M2, Lt A,

L2 A and N12k. Their second compounds are respectively A\2, A'M, B[ 2 A,

B'3 4 A and ZVj', A, the first three being exhibited above,* while

-^3,4,k '• Y\3 = Yl3 4- XYU,    Y23 = Y23 4-XY2i;

XT, I ^12 = -^12 - X-^24' ^34 = ^34 + ^^24'

I F";3 = Yx3 + XF,2 — XY3i — X Y2i.

The last five transformations leave invariant 66 and Z = YX2 -+- Y.u, by the the-

orem stated above.     We introduce the new variables f

\") ?0==2"lx12        -^347'       Sl=x13'       '/l = x 24 '       S2=x14>       ^2 = -^2S"

Then ^¡2, .4^, B'X2K and -63,4,a become  SnT2t^PX2, PnT2¡_x, W1¡2i^ and

Çj 2 A respectively.    Finally, N¿2K becomes A"0 t A, if we use the notation

*"«,*:        K-f,-^,    g-& + 9X£a-XV

For later use, we introduce, for the transform of Xajtk by Sjk(k =)=,;),

Y%it A : IÓ = lo — X£,    v'j = % + 2X£, — X2£..

*The present variables f,, ??!, f„ 9, correspond to the former fu f2, f3, f, respectively,

t The last four have the same definition as in the case of the group 06.
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The second compound of SA (4, F) is a simple group which may be ex-

hibited as that quinary linear group G5 leaving £2 4- £77 4- £2i?2 invariant which

is generated by P12T2_X, S12, W1¡2¡K, Qh2^ and XMjA.

We obtain an important subgroup of G5 as follows. The second compound of

the special Abelian transformation

a 0 0 ß

0 S 7 0

0 ß a 0

7 0 0 S

affects only four of the six variables FV and has the form

[aa-ßy = \)

Yn, Y.

Y' =

Y' =is —

Y' ="* 24 -

Y' =-134 —

a8           ay — ß8 — ßy

aß          a2 - ß2 - aß

78 — y2           82 78

ßy — ay         ß8 a8

The latter leaves YX2 4- YM invariant.    Expressed  in terms of the variables

£0, £,, yx defined by (2), it takes the form

(0 ?,

(3)

6- a8 + ßy

2aß a

_ 278      - t2

07    — /38

2      -/32

S2

(a«J —/3y = l).

a transformation of determinant unity leaving £2 4 %xyx absolutely invariant. *

The transformations (3) form a simple group isomorphic with LF(2, F).

To exhibit a subgroup of both G5 and G6 which leaves %xyx 4 ¡;2y2 invariant,

we form the second compound of

a ß 0 0 ]

7 8 0 0

0 0 A B

0 0 C D

/    aö-ßy = l    \

W-D — BO=lJ'

* Among them occur -Xb, i,x and Po, 1, k, the latter for a = (! = !, ß = 0, y =— ¿.
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and obtain a transformation affecting only YX3, Yu, Yn, Yu.    Introducing

£,, £2, — y2, yx, respectively, for the former [as in (1) or (2)], we obtain the

transformation

£i     _Vi £2             V2

v[ =

Í' =Ê2

(4)

7?2 =

aA

lC

aC

yA

ßB

8D

ßD

-8B

aB —ßA

yD - 8C

aD -ßC

yB 8A

The group of these transformations has, in view of its origin, the factor groups

LF(2, F),LF(2,F),&nA {I, T], where ^changes the sign of each variable.*

S:

§ 7.   Concerning linear groups with quadratic invariants.

Consider the group G(m, F) of linear homogeneous transformations

m

ïi = aÁ + E («<,&+ wj)        (*=o. i. •
.7=1

m

3=1

with coefficients in a fieldf F, which have the absolute invariant

gm m ?o + fi7?! + &»«+••• + Lvm-

The conditions for the formal invariance of gm are

m

(5) «i + j:ai0ßi0=i,

(6)

CO

(8)

(j=o,i,

27„,7„,£ + E(7,^a.4 7i,í^) = 0

TO),

to),

i-1 l

(¿ = 0,1,

, TO; é = 1, •••, TO) (

(i, * = 1,     -, to) ,

(*=¿).

(*+¿),

TO ; &=1, ■ • -, OT) .

*To compare with the earlier proof for finite fields, American Journal of Mathematics,

vol. 21 (1899), p. 248, we have only to replace ß by — y, y by — ß, B by C, Cby B.
t If there be a modulus p, we assume that p + 2. For a finite field of order 2", the structure

was given by the writer in the American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 21 (1899), p. 243.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 25
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It follows from these relations that the inverse of S is

m

ló = aoo lo + 2 S (ßfl$ + ***}

S~l

j=i

«-%«& +g (**& + v»,)- (¿ = 1, •••, m).

^ = 2«oilo+E(^l, + «^)

The conditions for the invariance of a   under S"1 are seen to be

(9) < + 4¿«M7„-l,

(10)

(11)

(12)

\ ajoam + ¿(«,.-7« + ««Y*) = 0

(j = 0, 1, •••, m;k = l i      i "'i i

M,/3M + E(^s« + ßjju = °       w. *-i. -, «).

è«>o ßtco + ¡g («i.8« + 0W 7,<) =  0
(*+¿)

(i = o, l, •■•,7»; *=1, ■■■,m).

S and S^1 have equal determinants, so that \S\ = ± 1. In fact, we take

the variables in the order f0, £,, vx, ■ ••, fm, r¡m, and-reflect on its main diago-

nal the determinant of S~l, then interchange the second and third rows, the

fourth and fifth rows, • • •, and likewise the corresponding columns. The re-

sulting determinant, aside from the factors 2 and ^ which may be dropped, is

identical with the determinant of S.

If in the above formula? we drop the variable f0 and the coefficients ai0, aw,

7i0, • -, we obtain results valid for the group Q(m, F) of all linear transfor-

mations in F which leave invariant *

?• ■ £tfi + (a + ■+Lr)m-

With such modifications, the following investigation of  the structure of the

group G (m, F) will hold for the group Q (m, F).

Let She an arbitrary transformation of G(m, F). We proceed to deter-

mine a transformation 2, derived from

(13) "t,j',A'    'i,j,kl   H/i,j,A'  -^O.j.X'   *0,j,\,   xi, A'   "«?'  x  v'

*For the case in which .Fis the Galois field of order p", this group was studied by the writer

in the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 30 (1898), pp 70-98.

The calculations of pp. 77-80 are here avoided by the use of the simplicity of the group 06.
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which replaces ft by the same function that S does, viz.,

771

/i = aio£o + T, {ai& A- yvvs),
3=1

where by (10), for j = k = 1,
771

(14) K.+ 5X7M = o.

The axi, yxi(i = 1, • • •, to) are not all zero, since otherwise axo = 0 and f = 0.

(a) If an =(= 0, we may take for S the product

^l,»u-^»,l,X«ioVl,!,il! "1, 2, Y12- ' '  Vl,>». «lm "l,m, VI»'

which replaces f , by
771

aio£o+ an£i - an (ïaio + ai27i2 + ■ • • + almVlm)Vi + X) (%■£,• + 7vty) = /i-
J=2

(5) If 7U 4= 0, we may choose for 2 the product

^-M.yn-^O, 1, ^«10^1,2, Y12 "1, 2, ai2 '   Vl, 3, a13 " 1, 3, y,3 ' ' '   Tjl, m, a,m "1, m, yi„ •

(c) Let a.. = 7j. = 0(_? = 1, • • -, s — 1), while alt, yu are not both zero.

By case (a) or (ö), we obtain a transformation 2' which replaces ^byf. Then

will 2 = 2'Plf replace £, hyf.

We may therefore set S = #2', where /S" is a transformation of G(m, F)

which leaves f, fixed.    Let $ ' replace yx by

777

/¡■U + IW+W'
j=l

For /S" we have axo = 0, au= 1, ax. = 0 (j= 2, • • -, to), yXJ = 0(j= 1, ■•-,/«).

Then by (12) iorj = k = 1, we have 8U = 1.    By (11) for j = k = 1, we have

m

(15) l/3,„ + ;£/3A = 0.
¿=i

The transformation

^1—   -*O,1,K01O '2,1,-0,2 ^2,1,-«u ' "    'm, 1, -£ij%m, I, -8,m

leaves ft fixed and replaces 771 by/*¡.    We may therefore set

,0   = z*xSx,    S = 2 2,/Oj,

where ^ is a transformation of G (m, F) which leaves %x and yx fixed.    Hence

Sx is of the form S, written above, with

aio = £io=°»     an = gu=l>     ai; = Si/=°       (i = 2,   ••,«*),

7i, = 0l; = O fj=l, •••,*»).
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Hence, by (11) and (12), forj = 1, we get

ßki=0>    S*i = ° (*=2, •••,"»)•

By (10) and (12), for k = 1, we get

7,-i = °.    «¿1 = ° W=0,9, ••-,«).

Hence Sx is a transformation of G(m, F) involving only the variables

lo'    li'    Vi (» =9, •••,«»).

We proceed with Sx as we did with S.    After m — 1 such steps, we reach a

transformation Sm_x affecting only £0, £m, vm.    Let it replace £m by

f = a nPn 4- a    £   + 7    7?,./m mO =0    '       mm'm    '     'mm  'm '

where, by (10),
k2n + o    7     =0.

If «mm 4= ° ' the transformation 2^ ammX0 ro ^ replaces &, by/m. If a,„M = 0,

then am0 = 0 and ymm =j= 0, so that we may set

#«_i = (%mVm)Tm,ytmK,

where K leaves also %m fixed.*    Let K replace nm by

f = ß   £ + ß    p   +B    rj   .«/ m '   mOs U    '    '   mm = m    ■        mm  ' m

By (11) and (12) for i =j = k= m, we get

Sj _  1 1 02        i     /O       SJ _  A
mm '       'ï'ntU    *^ ^mm   mm

Hence IT= Yfí _ ««   -K"', where J5T' leaves £   and 77   fixed, and is therefore the
U| m, TzPmi) ' *m 'm '

identity or C0, where C0 alters only £0 whose sign it changes.    But

(16) Co = -^oii^oii^on ^¿, -1 (ZiVi) ■

It follows that an arbitrary transformation of G(m, F) or of Q(m, F) may

be given one of the two forms A or A (£„,»? m), where A is derived from the

transformations (13) of determinant unity. Hence these groups contain sub-

groups of index 2, designated by G'(m, F) and Q'(m, F), generated by the

transformations (13).

Consider, for m 5=3, the following subgroups of   G'(m, F) and Q'(m, F):

Gx(:m,F) = {Sij,    WiJ¡K,    X0iJiX (i,j = l,---,m;i+j)},

Qx(m,F) = {Sij,    TTU,A (i,i = l, -•-, m; ¿+i)},t

* For the group Q [m, F), K is necessarily the identity.

fFor m = 3, Q, (to, F) is the group G6 of §6.
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where A. is arbitrary in the field F. By the formulae of § 6, they contain the

transformations

*W>   Qi,j,xi   pi3Ti,-i        (*,i=i. •■•»»;*+i)i

while Gx(m, F) contains also Ya ¿l>A.    Hence they contain

(17) ThßT2ia = S12P12Th _,F,,2,,_, IF,,2, „ Vh2,„_,

(18) Th ̂  m Tx¡ J,^- T M_, T3t M_, ■ TSt „T^.

But j; A transforms 1F¡,AA, VitJ,K, Qt,j,x, X9>j¡K, Y0J>K, Ti>K into transforma-

tions of the same respective forms.    Also

(1") J-i, K^ij — "y-*i,\-ii     ■*-i,\"ij = ^ijJ-j,)*'

Hence every transformation of the group G'(m, F) or Q'(m, F) may be

given one of the forms 2, 2Tm , where 2 belongs to Gx(m, F) or Qx(m, F),

respectively, while v runs through the series of elements of F which are not-

squares and whose ratios are all not-squares.

These results hold true for the group Gx(2, F) = G5 of § 6, viz.,

Gt(2, F)= {PX2T2i_x, S12, Wh2,M Qi,2,\i ^o,i,a}-

Indeed, the latter group contains Yox^, X0>3A, F"02iA, F1)2jA, Q2>liA, T1:¡íT2¡lí

and, by (16), C70 (^r^) Tw.    The latter transforms TX^T1<IL into Tltli^T2tli,

so that the product T ^ belongs to the group.

The group G'(m, F), for m^Z, contains the invariant subgroup

Gx(m, F); the group Q'(m, F),for m=s- 2, contains the invariant subgroup

Qx (to , F).    The invariant subgroup is extended to the main group by the

right-hand extenders Tm ,,, ivhere v runs thro ugh the series of those not-squares

of F, the ratio of no two of which is a square.

§ 8.  Structure of the groups Gx (m, F) and Qx (m, F).

By § 6 we have the results : *

The group Gx(2, F) on five variables is simple. The senary group

Qx (3, F) is simple or has the maximal invariant subgroup composed of the

identity I and the transformation Tx _1 T2 —1T3 _, according as — 1 is a not-

square or a square in the field F.

We employ these theorems in dealing with the case of general m. Let J be

an invariant subgroup of Gx (m, F) containing a transformation S not the

identity I. To treat simultaneously the group Qx (m, F), let J be an invari-

ant subgroup containing a transformation S neither the identity nor

■*■   —  -M,—1^2,—1" ' '■*», —U

*If there be a modulus p, we assume, in this section, that^) =j= 2.
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in case the latter belongs to Qx(m, F). The groups Gx(m, F) and Qx(m, F)

will be considered together under the notation G.    We assume that mi; 3 .

Lemma I. The group J contains a transformation which multiplies ft by

a constant and does not reduce to I or T.

By hypothesis, J contains a transformation S neither I nor T. Let S re-

place £x by
m

fi = «io !o + T. («y % + tvnj) + «„ li '

the coefficients being subject to the condition (14).

(a) If 7n 4= 0, the group G contains the product

P — Ti, Yu"1 T*. VÎT1 ^». ». « «io ̂ 2. ». -rii«M $2' »> -riï'Yu^'

where .ST denotes the transformation

""■   S    'S, 1, —ai3 %, 1, —vi3 ' ' "  ' m, 1, —ai„ T5m, 1, -Ylm •

Employing (14), we find that P replaces f, by 7"'^ and nx by fx. Hence J

contains Sx = P^SP, which replaces Px by 7[~l1'71.

If a^j multiplies £2 by a constant, J contains its transform S'x by P12 T2 _¿.

This /Sj multiplies f . by a constant and is neither / nor T.

If Sx does not multiply £2 by a constant, there exists in G a transformation B

leaving fj and nx unaltered and not commutative with Sx, so that J contains

SlxB-xSxB, which leaves ^ fixed and is neither I nor T. In fact, if Sx be

commutative withp^ 3 A, we find, on equating the expressions by which SxV2SiK

and T^i3iAÄi replace n3, that

%-H,2 = v'i + ( )f, + ( )*,.

Similarly, if /S'j be commutative with Ç3 2 a > we get

K+^f;-ft+( )i2+( )*■

Hence would £2 = ( ) f2, contrary to hypothesis.

(6) If 7U = 0, we may take* aX2 4= 0.    Then (r contains

■** ■   *2, an * 3, ais-^-0, 2, XaW %, 1, an ^2, 3, „-lai3 "2, 3, a12yi3 ""-1 '

•Äj >9   ^/2, 4, a« "2, 4, yu ' ' ' \?2, m, aJm "2, m, yim •

Employing (14), we find that R replaces £2 by fx without altering £t. Then J

contains S2 = R"x SR which replaces ^ by £2.

If S2 multiplies £3 by a constant, J contains its transform S', by Pl2Tx _t .

But S'2 multiplies ^ by a constant and is neither /nor T.

*If a]a = a13=- ■. = a1„, = 0, then <% = 0 by (14). Not every yy is zero by hypothesis. If

yn + 0, for example, we take in place of S its transform by 6'23, for which a¡2 4= 0.
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If S2 does not multiply £3 by a constant, S2 is not commutative with both

V», i,a and F,AA, since &,F8)»>A and V3¡k:>íS2 replace yk by y'k — \£¡ and

''i + ( ) £3 "I" ( ) £* ' respectively.    Hence J contains

"t      '   3, *, A^2 ' 3, *, A (*=1)2)

which leave %x fixed (so that neither is T), and are not both the identity.

Lemma II. The group J contains a transformation which leaves %x and yx

unaltered and is different from the identity.

In view of Lemma I, we may suppose that J contains a transformation S,

different from / and T, which replaces Çx by a£x and yx by

771

ß.»Co + T,(ßJJ + svvJh

where by (12), for j = k = 1, we have Sn = a-1, and by (11), for j =k=\,

(15) {ßlA-tßJ^O.
1=1

(A) Let ßxx = 0, ßx. = 8x.= 0(j = 2, ...,«). Then ßx0 - 0 by (15).

Hence S= TXaSx, where Sx leaves |t and yx unaltered. Hence,* Sx involves

only the variables £0, £;, yi (i = 2, ■ ■ ■, m). If a = 1, the Lemma is proved.

Let next a 4= 1.

If SX = I, or if, when & = §,(»», F), S = T2-XT3>_X • - -Tm¡_x = t, the

group J contains Tx< a or S2 = Tx a2 respectively. In the second case, a =4= — 1 »

since S 4= T. Transforming by PX2T2 _x, we obtain in either case a transfor-

mation leaving %x and yx fixed and not the identity.

If Sx be neither I nor r, there exists in G a transformation 2X affecting the

same variables as Sx and not commutative with Sx ."j-     Hence J contains

S-lZxlS-Zx m S-^-'S^ 4= I,

which leaves ^ and yx unaltered.

(B) Let ßxx = 0, and ßXJ, 8Xj(j = 2, • • -, m) be not all zero. Then, by § 7,

G contains a transformation L which leaves £, and ^ fixed and replaces f2 by

m' r- m -1

/310£„ + §CVy + W [Ä + gW=oJ.

Hence J contains Sx = L~lSL, which replaces £t by af, and 77 ; by £2 4 a_1r;1.

The latter function is invariant under the transformations Ç32A, V2 S:k, Ts t

and Tx KT2 K_x belonging to G.    If any one of these, say 2, is not commuta-

*See § 7, case (c) .

fFor & = Gx(m, F), the transformation changing the signs of f0, i2, //.,, • • -, f,„, r¡m is of

determinant — 1 and hence does not belong to O.
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tive with Sx, then J contains S^^^S^ + /, which leaves ^ and nx fixed.

Suppose next that they are all commutative with Sx. Equating the two ex-

pressions by which Sx V2 3 A and V^g^Si replace v2, and the two by which they

replace t?3, we get

Is =  S22!3 -  S23l2'       I2 = -   SSgfs  +   ê33l2-

Equating the expressions by which SxQ32k and Q3 2 KSX replace £3, and those

by which they replace y2, we find that

l2 = «33I2 - 732^3'       % =   - ßat2 4r  S227?3.

The field F contains an element X different from 0 and 1. If we equate the

expressions by which TiKT2x^Sx and SXTXKT2X^ replace t?2, we find that

/3M = B23 = 0. Hence Sx merely multiplies £3 and v3 by the same constant B22.

Transforming Sx by P13TX _x, we obtain a transformation of the kind treated

in case (A).

( C) Let ßxx 4= 0, ß , B (j == 2, ■ ■ -, m) be not all zero. By a simple

transformation, we may take S12 4= 0 • Transforming S by T2¡ Sl„Ts¡ äl„, we reach

a transformation S' with ßn =(= 0, B12 = 1.    Then

œ m   -'■O, 2, Hßm Vs, 2, -Su y2, 3, ß13 - " -  Sim, 2, -Slm '2, m, 8lm

leaves |,, nx, and f2 unaltered and replaces r¡2 by

• ?»

ßj0 + (ßJn + /312)!2 + 172+2: (^1, + Vi,)-

Then </contains $, = a)_1xS"a), which replaces £L by afp and ^ by

ßJi + a~iVl-a-1ßi&4-v2-

Let /a = — ßxxa~l + 0. If among the transformations Ç:j 2 IF2 31 =. <r,

T^^T^S-x, etc., of (9, which leave £t, nx, and /uf2 + ??2 invariant, there exists

one, say R, which is not commutative with Sx, then -/ contains S\~1R~1SXR

which leaves !;x and nx fixed and differs from the identity. In the contrary case,

we find, on equating the functions by which Sxa and (tSx replace jL, that

^3=  (   ) 9»—«rf»! + /*«»£,•

Then, by (11) iov j =k=2>, we have a23 = 0 . Finally, if Sx be commutative

with T3< ̂  T2¡   S.a, it must multiply £3 and r¡¡ hy the same constant.

(D) Let ßxl 4s 0, ßv = S,. = 0 (j = 2, • - •, m).    Then, by (15),

Hence £ replaces ^ by a^ and replaces t/j by

ßiolo + ¿ufe + "-\ = «-1 (9, + 2X£„ - X2^),
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if we set 2\ = aßxo. Hence S = Y0X!íTXllSx, where Sx leaves £t and yx un-

altered and so involves only £0, £., yt(i = 2, ■ ■ ■, to) .    Then

^l7p &*i,p' ®~    —   Y0¡ x¡ Ap-l-A

belongs to J and is not the identity if p 4= 1 • Transforming it by PX2T2_X,

we obtain in /a transformation =f= -^i which leaves f and t^ unaltered.

In the proofs of lemmas I and II, we assumed the existence of the variables

lo ' £i ' 7?i ' £2 ' ^2 ' £3 ' ^3 only- If to 5 4, we may therefore conclude that J" con-

tains a transformation different from / and T which leaves £x, yx, f2, y2 un-

altered. After to — 2 applications of the lemmas, we reach in J" a transforma-

tion, neither /nor T, which affects only |0, £m_x, ym-x, %m, ym. Transforming

it by PXm-xP2mi which belongs to G, we obtain a transformation, neither /nor

T, which affects only £0, £1? yx, f2, y2. From the simplicity of Gx(2, F), it

follows, when G = Gx(m, F), that / contains all the transformations of

£^(2, F). Transforming them by the PuT, _15 we reach in J all the gener-

ators of Gx(m, F). Since QX(S, F) is simple or has the maximal invariant

subgroup {/, T}, it follows, when G = Qx(m, F), that /contains the gener-

ators of Qx(3, F) and, therefore, by transformation by the PijT¡_x, the gener-

ators of Qx(m, F).

Ifm=î-2, the group Gx(m, F) is simple. Ifm=Ho, the group Qx(m,F)

is simple or has the maximal invariant subgroup {/, T) , according as — 1 is

a not-square or a square in the field F.

§9. Definition and generators of a subgroup of Gx(3, F).

We next define and investigate the septenary group in an arbitrary* field F

which becomes, for the case of a continuous field, the continuous group of four-

teen parameters studied by Killing, Engel,-)- and Cartan.J

The totality of linear homogeneous transformations S on seven variables with

coefficients in F which leave absolutely invariant

9» = ñ + £1% + &»s + &Va

form a group G(3, F). Taking m = 3, and giving S the notation of § 7, we

may take as the conditions upon S the relations (9), (10), (11), (12). We

study the group /Tof transformations S, belonging to (r(3, F), which, when

operating cogrediently upon the two sets of variables

(20) £„, Hi, Vx, S2, V3, £3'V3,    Îe>ïnV?s, %,1S,VS,

*As in §§7-8, we assume thatp 4 2, if F has a modulus/).

f Lik-Engel, Transformationsgruppen, vol. 3, pp. 763-765, 777.

tCAKTAN, Thèses, Paris, 1894, pp. 146, 149-161.
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leave invariant the system of equations

\x1+r23 = o,  zi+r.-o,  x3+yX2.

\y1 + x23 = o,   y2 + x31 = o,   y3 + xX2

We have here employed the notations

X. = loi,

66
:r = lo^i X =

CI,
F:. =

0,

0.

z =

Multiplying the equations in the first row of (21) by ny, n2, n3, respectively, and

adding the results, we get Xxnx + X2r¡2 + X3v3 = 0, since

^i + YA + risV3 =

vi     V,     V3

V2     V3   = 0 .

Vi     V2     %

Similarly from the equations in the second row of (21), we get

Y^x+YJ24-YJ3sssO.

In view of the identity

FJi ~XiVi = I« (£i% -%%) = lo^«'

we derive the equation * [a consequence of equations (21)]

(22) Z*+Z»+Z* 0.

An inspection of equations (21) and (22) leads to a proof of the following

Lemma: A linear equation involving X., Yi, X.., Yv, Zf. will be a conse-

quence of equations (21) if, and only if, the coefficient of Xi equals that of

YJk, the coefficient of Yi equals that of X.k, the coefficients of Zlx, Z22, Z^ are

all equal, and the coefficient of each Zr¡ s (r, s = 1, 2, 3 ; r 4s s) is zero ; where

i, j, k is any cyclic permutation ofl, 2, 3 .

When operating cogrediently upon the variables (20), the transformation

S:
f IÍ = «,olo + «¡ill + a«?a + aiÁ + ynVi + yi2v2 + yi3v3 a=o, 1,2,3)

1 < = ßJo + ßiA + ßJt + ßJs + *«* + &a% + °>3      (<= 1.2,3)

* Other equations may be derived from (21) ; for example,

^u^is + ^î3-^23 + ^si-^âi== n )     *a + ■^32-^32 + ^31-^31 = 0 •

Since they are quadratic in each set of variables f, y ; f, 7, they do not enter into the discussion

of the invariance of equations (21).
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replaces the function X, by the expression

^;+E
3

r
t=l

o    7o¡

o    7k

+ z

ri+Z

¿-  1
i,3=h 2,3

i<j t

«Oí       «V

«0,       %j

X..+

z

a,,     a,.

7o¿    7oj

7»       7y
f:

Let I, to , /t be any cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3.    Then $ replaces Ymn by

3

S
ß  a      ß   ■

ßn       ß  ■'nu        'ni

-X. + E
ß 8 .

m(J mt

/3„o o .
ni

X

*. + £

ß .  ß .
ß .    ß .•ni 'ni

ß .    8 .

ß .    8 .'   m nj

Xtl +

8.8.
Y,

Hence S replaces the equation Xt 4 Ymn =0 by an equation which is linear in

X., Y¿, Xr, Y¡., Z... Applying the above lemma, we see that the resulting

equation will be a consequence of equations (21) if, and only if, the conditions

(23), (24), (25) below are satisfied. Similarly, S replaces the equation

Y.A- X   = 0 by an equation which is linear in X., Y., X.., Y.., Z.. with
l    ' ran J ^1 l '        t '        vvv

coefficients obtained from the corresponding coefficients in the earlier equation by

interchanging ar0 with ß^, aH with ßH, yH with o\, for r = 1, 2, 3 ; i = 1, 2, 3 .

In view of the lemma, the .resulting equation will be a consequence of equations

(21), if, and only if, the conditions (26), (27), (28) are satisfied.

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

"oo 70i

am 7«

aoi To/

% 7„

aooao¡

ßtoßn

aoo70¡

ß,o S«

aoi %

ß« 8«,

+

+

+

+

+

+

ß   aß   ■

ßn0 ßni

ß  nS   ■'   »tu     ms

ßnO   Sni

ß    .8    .

ß . 8 .1   n»     nj

7o/ 7o*

7{( 7i/i

% %k

aij au<

A-

+

8.8.
mj      mk

8 . 8,
■nj      nk

ß   ß >'   mj '   mk

•wj ^nk

, Gxx — C22 = Cm.
°i%     'C7..-0 (¿,.7 = 1,2,3; i+j)-

a . y .
771t      ' 771J

7oy 7o4

0      Ik

ßVßm

4,

+

+

'mj   'mk

7„;   Ink

^11 —  (^22 —  ".H3 '

d..= 0
(t,j = l,2, 3; i+j).

The formulée hold for any cyclic permutations i, j, k; I, m, n of 1,2,3.
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The transformations S of the group H may be defined by"the"conditions

(9), (10), (11), (12) and (23)-(28).
Among the transformations of H occur the simple types : *

where t is arbitrary in the field F, and i, j, k form any cyclic permutation of

1, 2, 3.    From them we obtain, as in § 6,

■*■ », -\"it = -* <7^/i -1 =   %', i, -1 y»,3, 1 %', i. -1 '

-^0, 1, 1  '2. 3, 1  '   -* 0, I, 1   "2, 3, 1  ' A0j li !  K2? 3i i

= -^-0, 1,1-^0, 1, 1-^0, 1, 1 '    y 2, 3, 1  "2, 3, 1 »2, 3, 1

=   Co (frh) ?i, -1 ■   A -1^23^23 = (frh) (l2%) (&%) Co^l, -1^2, -1^23 '

upon applying formulai (16), (17), the latter with p. — 1, and with 2, 3 in place

of 1, 2.    Since T„ _XP23 belongs to H, it follows that H contains

(30) 2-(&fc)(eWNKf.%)C,rw.

The transformations Ti TT¡ T_, leave invariant <73 and the equations (21). and

therefore belong to the group H. From the transformations (29) we readily

derive TiTT^T_x, for the case in which t is a cube in the field.

Theorem : The transformations of H of determinant -f 1 form a subgroup

H of index 2 which is generated by the transformations

("1) T>«|J,T> -M,T^j,T-l> ^-0, Í, T   W, *• T ' "Ml, Í, T   "j, *, T   .

Let # be an arbitrary transformation of H and let it be exhibited in the

above form. We are to prove that there exists a transformation ./Tderived from

the types (31) such that KS = i~, the identity, or C0T3_X, the latter of deter-

minant — 1.

We may assume that au 4= 0 in S. For, if au 4= 0, the product Ti_1PilS

has axx 4s 0; if yu 4= 0, the product 1,S has au 4= 0 ; while the case

au= yu=0 (i = 1, 2, 3) is excluded, since then a10 = 0 by (14). The product

Sx = T7! a-iT2     S replaces ¡-x by a function of the form

/ = «10 !o + ll + «12 l2 + «13 l3 + 7,1^1 + 7^2 + 7i3ï?3 •

Then F"0 2 TF"3i Xi ^ = S2 replaces ^ by a function of the form f with 713 = 0.

Then Qx 3>_aaS2= S3 replaces Px by a function f with 7I3=a13=0. Next,

Qi, 2, -012^3 = $4 replaces ^ by a function

/'= «10 lo + li + 7„'?i + 712V

Then, by (14), we have £a20 + yxl = 0.    If 7u 4= 0, Q2'liKSt = #5 replaces &

* They correspond respectively to the generators Xy, X¡¡, X¡o, — Xon of Cartan, p. 146.
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by a function of the form f ' with yX2 —tcyxx in place of 712. By a proper choice

of k , we make the new 712 equal to zero.    Hence S5 replaces %x by

ÇiA-^oïo-KVi,

so   that (X0XiyiawV2is.^aj-1^ leaves   %x  unaltered.    But,   if   7n=0,   then

/'=£,+ 7i2*?2, so that Y0i3j_yuWXj2¡_yiíS4 leaves £ unaltered.

Consider a transformation S' which replaces fx by ft, and yx by

/i = A.fo + ft,.?,. + ^i + ¿„f, 4 /313?34 512^2 + 8lsv

Then, by applying in succession as left-hand multipliers Q3 x s , X0 2 ßl3V3 x • ,

§2 i 6,2 î we obtain a transformation xS" which replaces £L by f,, and ^ by

« + ßJi A-yx+ ßjt - By (15), ßxx = - \ß\ü. J£ ßu - 0, Ä" replaces r;,

by ^ A-ßx£2, so that
-^0,3, -012 M, 2, -012»

leaves |x and t/j unaltered.    If ßu 4= 0,

(-*0, 1, Jißl0^2, 3, Jaßlo)    '«   =  »

replaces £, by £,, and 17, by ^ 4- /312£2 — ^ß10%. Then Ç3 lf _«ßMÄ'" replaces £,

by £l5 and yx by 77t 4- ßX2%2, a case just considered.

It remains to discuss those substitutions S of H which do not alter £ and ^

and therefore have (compare § 7)

axx = 8XX = 1,    aX2 = ax3 = a2X = a31 = 0,    o"12 = S13 = 82X = 83X = 0 ,

aoi = aio = 010 = 7oi = ° *     rSli=»/8ä=7i, = 7a=0      (¿ = 1,2,3).

By (25), for (I, i,j) = (1,1,2), (1, 1, 3), (2, 2, 1), (2, 3, 1), (3, 2, 1),
(3, 3, 1), we get respectively

7o2=0>    7„3=0,    /332=0,    /333 = 0,    /322=0,    /323=0.

By (28), for (I, i,j) = (l, 2, 1), (1, 3, 1), (2,1, 2), (2,1,3), (3, 1, 2),

(3, 1, 3), we get respectively

ao2= °.    ao3=°<    732=0,    733 = 0,    722=0,    723=°-

By (24), for (*,♦)-. (8, 1), £20=0;for (l,i) = (2,l), ß30=0. By

(26), for (l,i) = (3 , 1) , a2l) = 0 ; for (I, i) = (2, 1), a.M = 0. By (27), for

(Z, i) = (3, 2), (2, 3), (3, 3), (2, 2), we'get respectively

— a23 = "oo °32 '       ~~ a32 = a00 °23 '       a22 = a00 °33 '       °33 ™" a00 °22 #

Finally, by (23), for (I, i) = (1, 1), and by (9), we get respectively

(32)

822       S23

S32       S33
«L = l.
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Hence S has the following form :

IÓ = «Oolo'       % = ^22^2 + ^S'       I2 = «00833l2 ~ «OO^Is'

% = KV2 +  K%'       Is =   - a00S23l2 + a00S22lS'

subject to relations (32).    Its determinant equals

2

= a™ = ± 1.«00

S22       S23

832       S33

Denote   by  Sx  the preceding  substitution   S for   the   case  0^= + 1.    For

am = — 1, S= S' C0TS __x, where S' is of the form  Sx, of determinant -f li

The general substitution Sx has the form

V'2 = KV2+XV3,       V'3 = M2+VV3,        I2 = ^l2-^l3'       l¡=  -Xl2+/Cl3'

KV — X/Í = 1 .

If K = v = 0, then /St = T2< ̂_x T3i B ̂  _XP23. If «, v are not both zero, we may

take v 4= 0 ; for, if v = 0, k 4= 0, the transform of Sx by T3 ^P^ has v 4= 0.

ThenÇ2 3 /i„_1/S'1 may be expressed as the product

Va, 2, -Ak-1^2, v-^3, v-l •

Theorem.— 7%e group H' in the GF[pn~¡ has the order*

(34) il=p^(p^-l)(p2--l).

It has been shown that II' contains a transformation which replaces E,x by

3 3

S^I. + IXv
j=0 3=1

in which a10, ■ • -, 713 are arbitrary marks, not all zero, such that

(35) "Ko + «ii7,i + «i27,2 + «i3713 = ° •

By various methods, this equation is seen to have p6n sets of solutions in the

GF \_pn~\ ■ Hence Í! = pe"Slx, where ii, denotes the number of transforma-

tions of II' which leave ^ fixed. As shown above, H' contains a transfor-

mation which leaves £t fixed and replaces nl hyf , in which /310, • • ■, B13 are any

marks which satisfy (15), viz.;

(36) i/31„ + /3„ + /VI2 + /313gi3 = 0-

Hence ßl0, ßi2, Bí2, ßx3, Bx3 may be chosen arbitrarily, the value of ßu being

then determined uniquely. Hence £lx — p5nil2, where ii2 denotes the number

of transformations Sx of H' which leaves P{ and nx unaltered.     As shown above,

* As a check, we note that p", the order of the field, enters to the power 14, which is the num-

ber of parameters in the continuous group.
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^ must be of  the form (33).    Inversely, all the pn (p2n — 1) transformations

(33) belong to H'.    Hence the order of H' is given by (34).

We observe the special values :

y = 3,    íl = 26-36-7  13      =4,245,696;

pn = 5,    fl = 26-33-56-7-31 = 5,859,000,000.

These simple groups are not in the writer's list of known simple groups. *

§ 10.  Simplicity of the group H'.

Suppose that II' contains an invariant subgroup / which possesses a trans-

formation S not the identity I.    Let S replace %x by

3

/i = aio£o + JL (aij %j + 7y Vj) [subject to (35)].
3=1

Lemma : / contains a transformation 4= / which multiplies !;x by a constant,

(a) Let first 7n =j= 0.    It was shown in § 9 that H' contains a transformation

R which replaces £L by ^ and yx by

ßA + £u£1 + Vi A- ßl2t2 A- \2y2 A- ßn%3 A- &avs,

in which ßxi, 8xi are any quantities of the field F satisfying (36). By suitable

choice of these quantities, the product

replaces t-x by 77/^ and yx by/j.    Hence / contains

Sx = P~lSP

which replaces £t by yx~x1xyx- If H' contains a transformation B leaving £t and

yx unaltered and not commutative with Sx, then /contains S~XB~XSXB, which

leaves £x fixed and is not the identity. In the contrary case Sx is commutative

with Q3 2 A, T2 -XP23. Equating the functions by which SXQ3 . a an(I Qs,2 a^i

replace y2 and the functions by which they replace £3, we see that Sx must re-

place £2 and y3 by respectively

f2 = «£2 + H> V¡ = cy3 — d^2.

Since Sx is to be commutative with T2¡ ̂ P^, it replaces y2 and £3 by

y'2 = ct]2-{- dÇ3, £3 = aÇ3 — by2.

Then (23), for I = 1, i = 1, gives c = 0 .    Then / contains

_ S\-\TX^I,^)~\SX(TX^T^)

* Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, ser. 2, vol. 5 (1899), p. 470-475.
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which replaces u2 by p.n2. Its transform by Tx _XPX21* replaces ^ by p^x and is

not the identity if p, 4= 0, 1, where 2 is defined by (30).

(6) Let 7H = 0, but aX2 and a13 not both zero. By an evident transforma-

tion within H', we may make a12 = 1.    Transforming S by

-*«, 1, Y13  "2, 3, V13 -   V2, 3, a13 '

we reach in J a transformation S' which replaces £t by

«10 lo + «11 li + I2 + 7,2 V2 (Ko + 7,2 = 0).

Then the transform of S' by Q£|iian replaces £t by f2 4- a|0£0 — \a2l0n2. Trans-

forming by X02¡AaioV31^ai(¡, we reach in/a transformation S2 which replaces

li by l2-    Then t/ contains

(37) S2* ■ Ts-.1TSi_lSiTi_1Tt_1,

which replaces f x by — £,.

(c) Let 7n = al2 = ols = 0. Then a10 = 0 by (35). If 712 = 713 = 0, S re-

places f, by au£j. In the contrary case, S is conjugate with a transformation

aS ' with 7I2 = 1 ; it replaces %x by anPx -f- j?2 + 713j?3 . The transform of S ' by

Ç3,2, -y,, replaces £, by au£x + t?2 . Transforming it by X0¡ 3> _aii Vh 2, _an, we ob-

tain a transformation S2 which replaces ^ by t?2. Then J" contains (37), which

replaces ^ by — Px.

Lemma. The group J contains a transformation, not the identity, which

does not alter ^ or nx.

In view of the preceding lemma, J contains a transformation S 4= I which

replaces £t by aP.x and nl by

ßiolo + É (ßvt + KVj)        [subject to (15) ; <J„ = «-*].
7—1

According as B¡2, Bl3 are both zero or not both zero, /3I2, ß13 both zero or not

both zero, we distinguish four cases. Transforming by one or more of the trans-

formations T2 _,-P23' Qî 3,a' Ç3 2 A? T2 kT3 A_,, we obtain a transformation in

,/ which replaces P,x by a£t and nx by one of the four functions

fmß^ + ß^ + a-%,   /+£,   f 4-ßi£24r n2,   f+ß^ + %-

Let first S replace £ by /.    By (15), a"1^ + J /320 = 0.    Hence

S~»   ^1, a ̂ 2, a-^0,l,3"^,3,ß^l (ß^lßio),

where Sx leaves ^ and nx fixed, belongs to H', and hence has the form (33).

If ß == 0, the lemma is proved when a = 1. For /3 = 0, a 4= 1, Sx does not

reduce to the identity / or to T2 _x T3 _, and hence is not commutative with

every (33).    If Sx be not commutative with 2X of the form (33), then J contains
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which leaves ft and yx unaltered. Let next ß 4= 0. Then S is transformed by

T2i_XP23 into S2 = T1:aT3t._, JT0iXiß Wît3,ßS', where

"   Bä-*as-*2, —l"l-*2, —i-»»«

Hence t/ contains the transformation

*->2—   ^2, a^3, a-1^       ^2, a-1^3, a^>2 =   -*2, e^8, a-*" F   "   '

which leaves ¿^ and i;, unaltered. If ¿S^ be the identity, >v = a«, /x = — aX in

(33). Again, T%__xT%a transforms £ into 8, m Y^^W^.S^^T.,^.

Then /contains the product

04=03     y2,3,l"SY2,3,l= ^2,a-l"l      HJ2, 3, 1^1 -* 2, a TJ2, 3, 11

since (¡)2 3 T and IF2i 3? ß are commutative. Now <^4 leaves £t and 77, fixed. If

84 reduce to the identity, we find that X = 0, k = av in (33). Hence if S'2 and S4

are both the identity, (33) becomes T2 K-iT3 K.    In this case J contains

-M, -1^2, -I"      -M,-l-*2,-1" =   -*-2,k-¿3,k-i-L 0,1,2S   " 2, 3, 28 -*2, K-1-L3, Kf

and therefore its transform by T2 K T3¡,_,, giving F¡, ¡ 2)3 TF2 3 2ß . Hence J con-

tains every Y0 X T W% 3 T and X^ x¡ T F2 3 T. As in § 9, we derive 2 ' = 27^ ^.P^,

where 2 is given by (30). Transforming 2' by .P23T2 _x, we reach T2 _1/>?,2.

The product of the two gives T2__XT3 _x, which leaves ^ and yx unaltered and

is not the identity.

The remaining three cases may be treated in a similar manner.

In view of the two lemmas, the group J contains a transformation, not the

identity, which does not alter f, or yx and hence (§ 9) has the form (33). If

it be T2_XT3 _x, it is transformed into QXi2t2a^2,-1^3,-1 D.Y Çi,2,-a- Hence

would J contain Qx 2 2A and therefore Q2 3 2A. It follows that J contains a

transformation (33) neither / nor T2 _XT3 _x. But the transformations (33)

form a group holoedrically isomorphic with the binary group SLH(2, F).

It follows that J contains all the transformations (33) and hence every

Q(j>T, Ti:_xPtJ, T^Tj^.,. But X0:3:TVh2:T transforms T%_XT3,_X into

AT0 3 _2r Fj 2i _2t T2¡ _x T3¡ _i . Hence / contains every AT0 3i A Vx 2, A. Transform-

ing it by suitable Tit ._XP¡ j and by 2, we reach every X0¡ «, T F}, *, T, Y0¡ t¡ T Wjt *, T.

Henee / = H', so that H' is simple in any field F not having the modulus

p=2.

§ 11. Linear groups with invariants of degree d > 2.

Consider the group G(q, r, F) of linear transformations S on rq variables

with coefficients in an arbitrary field F which leave formally and absolutely

invariant the function

¿-i Su £;2 ' ' ' >iq •
i=i

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 26
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For §'> 2, we may express every S as a product, S= AB, where A merely

multiplies each variable f.. by a constant a.., while B is a substitution on the

letters f4, having the imprimitive systems*

ill » SlS '   ' ' ' '  fclj '        &21 '   S22 '   ' ' ' '   62» '        " ' ' 5        Sri '   ?r2 '   ' ' ' '   *rq •

The transformations A form a commutative group invariant under G(q, r, F).

The quotient-group {B} has an invariant subgroup R, the direct product of r

symmetric groups, the general one being the symmetric group on the q letters

li ' l¡2 ' ' ' ' ' li • TYi& quotient-group {B}/R is the symmetric group on r letters,

the above imprimitive systems.

Consider the group H(m, r, F) of linear transformations S on »7?, variables

with coefficients in a field F, not possessing a modulus, which leave formally

and absolutely invariant the function

Mi +\& + ■ • • + XJ'M (each *+•in *>•

If r > 2, we may set S = AL, where A is a transformation of the form

!; = «<!;     IX = 1] (¿=1    •-TO).

and L is a literal substitution on the letters £,, £2, • • -, £m.f

On the other hand, there exist linear groups in an arbitrary field F which

possess invariants of degree d > 2 and which lead to simple groups. Examples of

such groups are furnished by the second compounds of the groups GLH(m, F)

and G A (2m, F), each possessing an invariant Pfaffian (see §6).

§ 12.   Canonical forms of linear homogeneous transformations.

Consider a transformation with coefficients in a field F,

S: li = «;,!, + ««Ss +■• + «<„, L (¿=1,2, ••-,«•).

The determination of a linear function which S multiplies by a constant K de-

pends upon the characteristic equation

A(iq =

K    aX2 ... ah

am —« K    - • ■ a. = 0.

a „ • • • a      — K\
ml m2 mm I

If we introduce new variables defined by the transformation

T:        r1.= ßjl + ßj2+--- + ßijm (<=l, 2,. ..,*),

»Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 30 (1899), pp. 200-208.

The factor G should be tx\ t2\ ■ ■ ■ tT ! For an elementary treatment of the case g = 3, see L. G.,

§§ 211-212.
tMathematische Annalen, vol. 52, p. 5(53; L. G., §§139-141.
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the transformation S becomes the transformation Sx m Z1-1 ST on the variables

ni and the characteristic determinant A (X) of Sx is equal to the characteristic

determinant of S (L. G., §§ 101, 102). The characteristic equation is unal-

tered under linear transformation.

Let A (K) be decomposed in the field F into irreducible factors,

A(JT)a [Fh{K)y[Ft(K)y...       (ka + iß+... = m).

Let Fk(K)= 0 have the roots Kx, K2, ■■-, Kk; Ft(K) =0 the roots

Lx, L2, ■ ■ -, Lt; etc. To exhibit compactly the general type of canonical form

of transformations S, let a, ß, ■ ■ ■ be partitioned into positive integers,

" = «, + «,+-r-«r+i'    ß = bi A-b2 A- ■ ■ ■ A-bs+x,    ■■■

Let a, b, ■ ■ ■, denote an arbitrary one of the respective sets of integers

(a) 1,    «, + 1,    ax 4 a2 A- 1,     • • •,    ax + a2+-M,+ 1;

(6)        1,    6,4 1,    6,4 6,4 1,    •••,    6,4 62 4 ••• + 6,41;

etc. Let A denote an arbitrary positive integer 5= a and not an a ; let B de-

note an arbitrary positive integer < ß and not a 6 ; etc.

Proceeding as in L. G., §§ 214-218, we obtain the theorems :

By a suitable linear homogeneous transformation of variables (not belong-

ing to F in general), S can be reduced to a canonical form

y'ia = Kiyiu,     y'iA = KtyiA + X¡yiA_x        (t= 1, 2, • • -, k)

Zu = L¡ Çn,,    Cui = L{ ÇiB 4- L{ ÇiB_x (**=1, 8, • • -, I)

in which the new variables yr, £.., • • • have the properties :

(1) The variables yv(j = 1, 2, • • -, a) are linear homogeneous functions of

the |¿ whose coefficients are polynomials in Xx with coefficients in F;

(2) The variables y¿. are obtained from the yx. by replacing Kx by K{;

(3) The variables Çx.(j = 1, 2, • • -, ß) are linear functions of the ^ whose

coefficients are polynomials in Lx with coefficients in F ;

(4) The variables Ç{j are obtained from the t. by replacing Lx by L{;

(5) The ka variables tfë(i = 1, ■ ■ -, k;j = 1, • • •, a) may be replaced by lea

linear homogeneous functions y{. of the £. with coefficients in F, stich that S

replaces each y.. by a linear function of the y{. with coefficients in F ; similarly

for the Iß variables £,,• etc.

Two linear homogeneous transformations Sx and S2 belonging to a field F

have the same canonical form if, and only if, Sx is the transform of S2 by a

linear homogeneous transformation T in the field F and on the same variables.
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To determine all linear homogeneous transformations T commutative with a

given one S, each in the field F and affecting m variables £\, we apply the

transformation of indices which reduces S to its canonical form S',

S' = YXY2 ■ ■ ■ YkZxZ2 ■ ■ ■ Zx ■ • -,

where each transformation Y., Z.,- ■ -, is defined thus :

Yi '• Via = K% Via '     Vía = &t Vía + &t Vía-i (for every a, A);

Z< '■ K'ib = Ei Ça ,     Ç'iB = Lt ÇiB 4- Lt ÇiB_x (for every b, B).

If T'- be commutative with S', then

T's=Y'xY'2...Y'kZ'xZ'2...Z\...,

where Y[ , Z\, • • ■, are of the form

Y!,

Z¡:

the coefficients of the polynomials p.u(Xj, ■ ■ -, belonging to F.

Inversely, if T' have the above form and if Yx be commutative with Yx, Z'x

commutative with Zx, • • -, then the transformation T (T' expressed in the in

itial variables £t.) will be commutative with S and will have its coefficients in

the field F.

Yx and Yx are commutative if, and only if, for every a, A, A',

PaA = Q,       Pa-I i-1 = ° '       Pa-1 a = 0 >       Pa-1 A'-l = PaA' •

The University of Chicago,

June 1, 1901.

' ij        7 * rju \     i) i\%

t,'.s=Yo-. (L)C U = h---,ß),


